ABSTRACT Cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging is used in the patient setup on the advance image-guided radiation therapy. However, the scatter contamination causes spatial non-uniformity, the error of the CT number, and image contrast loss, which is considered as one of the fundamental limitations for CBCT application. In this paper, we use both scatter correction and noise suppression for improving the quality of CBCT image and comprehensively evaluate our method on patient data. A CBCT software package with parallel computation is designed, which is easily compatible with the existing CBCT system of radiotherapy device with high computing efficiency and CT number accuracy. The primary signals of projections are estimated through the use of the forward projections from the registered planning CT (pCT). The errors of low frequency in the raw projections are obtained through subtracting the forward projections and the low-pass filter implementation. The penalty-weighted-least-square (PWLS) method is applied to reduce the high-frequency noise in the corrected CBCT projections. We use the graphics-processing unit (GPU) NVidia Tesla C2075 card with CUDA C programming to accelerate the time-consuming processes. The CBCT projections of a pelvis phantom and the two pelvis patients are obtained from the Varian TrueBeam system, which is a machine for the radiotherapy. The maximum errors of CT number are reduced over 70 HU on the TrueBeam result to below 15 HU, and the errors of spatial non-uniformity are decreased by a factor of around 7. The computation time is about 25 min on the GPU, which is reduced over 10 h on the CPU. The proposed software shows superior performance over the existing reconstruction. The proposed software demonstrates the reliability of the high-accuracy CBCT-based image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), providing the high-precise CBCT with less computation time.
inevitable to remain the scatter noise with high-frequency, and it deteriorates the detail of the image. Another algorithm is also proposed to suppress the increased noise by using the penalty-weighted-least-square (PWLS) algorithm [9] . In this paper, we combine the above two algorithms and comprehensively evaluate the performance on patient data. A software package is designed for quantitative CBCT imaging in a clinical environment. We aim to make the software fully compatible with the protocol of current radiation therapy, to achieve the high accuracy of CT number and improve the spatial uniformity, and to fully accelerate the computation within a time limit of clinical acceptance. The phantom and the patient data obtained on the TrueBeam system (Varian Medical System, Palo Alto, CA, USA) is performed on our software, a state-of-art equipment with several novel techniques already built in to improve CBCT image qualities.
In current radiotherapy, the patients are scanned by diagnostic CT for the purpose of treatment planning. To reduce the patient geometric differences between planning and treatment days, an on-board kV CBCT scanner is mounted on the gantry to visualize the patient's anatomical structures. As such, the on-board patient positions can be aligned well to the geometry on planning day. Since CBCT provides patient anatomical information at treatment time, it plays a vital role in the advanced image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), including the online contour of the tumor, [10] , [11] , dose calculation [12] [13] [14] and adaptive radiation therapy [15] , [16] . Nevertheless, these advanced applications are hindered by the inferior image quality of current CBCT [3] , [4] , [17] . The error comes from several sources during the data acquisition, including scatter contamination [3] , beam-hardening effects [18] and etc. Among all the above issues, scatter contamination contributes the majority since the CBCT scanners have a large cone angle [3] . For example, the image error of CBCT due to scatter is up to 300 HU around bony structures on a pelvis patient [8] .
Several scatter removal algorithms have been developed in the literatures. Typical examples include several general solutions: analytical modeling [19] , primary modulation [20] , measurement based methods [21] [22] [23] and etc. A detailed review can be found in ref. [4] . Though demonstrated effective in certain applications, these general methods fail to fully utilize the available patient information and have limited efficacy in radiotherapy. To expand the clinical use of CBCT, a shading correction algorithm using pCT as a prior information have been proposed and evaluated in our previous study. The results were shown in both phantoms and patient studies [7] , [8] . We successfully decreased the overall errors of the CT number from 300 HU to 16 HU [7] , [8] .
As a general problem, the corrected CBCT projections have the noise of scatter due to its property of highfrequency [9] . The increased noise degrades the image details and lowers the detectibility of low-contrast object [3] . On an anthropomorphic thorax phantom, it has been shown that the radiation dose would be increased by one order of magnitude to maintain the same noise level in CT images as that before correction [9] . To gain from the scatter correction, we have also proposed a noise suppression algorithm applied on the corrected projections and successfully reduced the image noise similar to its original level with no increase of radiation dose [9] .
Despite the superior performances, the above two methods are not yet practical in CBCT applications in hospitals mainly due to their time-consuming on the CPU computer. To promote the clinical use of our methods in this work, a useful software package is designed by combining the above two algorithms so that the CBCT correction and reconstruction can be performed in a stream-line fashion. The computation is accelerated on a graphics-processing-unit (GPU) based workstation. GPU is featured by its powerful capability of parallel computation, which is compatible with the calculation structures of our proposed operations. The imaging performance is comprehensively evaluated on both the CBCT of the phantom and the patient data, which is scanned on the on-board imager (OBI) installed on the TrueBeam system. Fig.1 demonstrates the overall workflow of our software package. Detailed descriptions of each of these steps can be found in our previous publications (see refs. [7] and [8] ). Note that the scatter correction component may contain multiple iterations of the listed operations for a better performance as demonstrated in ref. [8] . pCT acquired for the treatment planning is considered as ''scatter-free'' and registered to the same object in the CBCT (step 2). We use the forward projection operation in the registered pCT image to estimate the primary signals in the CBCT (step 3). The variance (step 4) between the CBCT projections and the estimated primary signals include dominantly low-frequency scatter, [20] , [24] [25] [26] which is accurately estimated using low-pass filtering (step 5). And then we use the raw projections to subtract estimated errors (step 6). The remaining scatter noise is suppressed using PWLS algorithm (step 7) [9] and the corrected CBCT are obtained through the use of a conventional FDK reconstruction algorithm (step 8) [27] . In our previous studies, the whole framework is implemented in Matlab and C using a single CPU core and takes about 10 hours for one iteration.
II. METHODS

A. QUANTITATIVE CBCT IMAGING USING THE PLANNING CT AS PRIOR INFORMATION
B. SCATTER NOISE SUPPRESSION
The algorithm applies a PWLS algorithm to find the optimal approximations to the noisy line integrals after scatter correction via smoothing and edge-preserving formulation [9] . The objective function of PWLS models the first and the second moments of the projection as a weighted least-square (WLS) form and regularizes the WLS term with a penalty to trade off the data fidelity and smoothness: whereq c denotes the vector of the noise-suppressed images of the line integrals which is to be estimated, q c indicates the vector of noisy line integral image, denotes a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is the variance of q c on the pixel of the detector i. R denotes the penalty function of the smoothness. Based on the Poisson statistics, the variance of q c can be written as
where p m is the measured the projection image without logarithm and scatter correction. s e is the estimated scatter. The degree of agreement between the estimated and the measured data are controlled by the parameter β, and it can determine the smoothness of the result. To minimize the objective, a Gauss-Seidel (GS) solver is used on 2D projection images to iteratively calculate the value of each pixel from its updated neighborhoods.
C. GPU ACCELERATION
GPU executes multiple and concurrent threads in the processor cores and therefore provides a powerful computation capability [28] , [29] . The state-of-the-art GPU cards contain hundreds of computing cores and each core runs at about 1 GHz. Thus the expected highest speedup could be more than 100 times compared to that on a single 3 GHz CPU core [29] .
In the scatter correction component of the proposed method, majority of the computation occurs in the CT system modeling (i.e. forward/backward projection) and the image filtering (i.e. pixel-wise median and low-pass filtering). These steps have a structure of parallel processing, readily implementable on GPU. In the forward projection, each GPU thread calculates the weighted summation along one projection line based on Siddon's ray-tracing algorithm [30] . Such a ray-driven scheme is not used in the backprojection process, since it requires random memory access of the voxels and degrades the computation performance. Instead, we apply a voxel-driven scheme where each thread computes the reconstruction voxel value from all the projection views. As a result, all the voxels are updated by the same amount of threads in a concurrent mode. Similar pixel-driven scheme is applied in the median filter design. Each thread operates one pixel in the projection image and picks up the median value of all the pixels constrained by a designed square window.
In our method, the noise suppression is applied on each projection independently. It is worth mentioning that the GS updating scheme used in our current algorithm requires the knowledge of neighboring pixel values to update one pixel. Thus, we employ the projection-driven method where one thread performs the GS iterations over one projection.
D. THE TRUEBEAM SYSTEM
The TrueBeam system consists of a linear accelerator for radiation therapy treatment and a kV OBI component for patient positioning. The system software incorporates a multitude of innovative techniques for cancer treatment, including imaging, patient positioning, motion management, and treatment delivery.
E. EVALUATION 1) DATA ACQUISITION
The proposed method was performed on an anthropomorphic pelvis phantom (http://www.supertechx-ray.com) and the two patients. The projections were obtained from the OBI of the TrueBeam system. The mode of scan is in the half-fan scan and 656 projections are obtained with the bowtie filter in a 360 degrees scan. Each projection has the pixel size of 1024×768 and the pixel resolution is 0.388×0.388 mm2. The reconstructed CBCT volume of our software and TrueBeam has a size of 512 × 512 × 81 with the voxel resolution of 0.91 × 0.91 × 1.99 mm3.
The size of the pCT images are 512 × 512 × 94, and the voxel resolution is 1.27 mm in the direction of axial, and 5 mm in the direction of longitudinal. The phantom was scanned at Emory University Hospital on a 16-slice CT simulator. The two patients, planned for radiotherapy at Peking Cancer Hospital & Institute, were scanned on the CT simulator.
2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In the implementation, 3D Slicer which is an open-source software is applied (www.slicer.org), for deformable image registration between the pCT and CBCT volumes. In all directions of the image, the size of the grid applied in the deformable registration with B-spline was ten voxels. After 20 iterations, the goal of the optimization was reached. It took 7 minutes for each registration on the desktop.
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The other steps used a single TESLA C2075 card installed on an Amax R GPU workstation (www.amax.com). C2075 has 448 processing cores, which are in the clock speed of 1.15 GHz. To use the massive capability of the GPU, we employed CUDA C (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA) as the programming environment, which is an extension of the standard C/C++ language with the programming model of single instruction multiple threads. CUDA C is featured with the GPU accelerated libraries to facilitate the program development. In our program, we used the CUDA CUBLAS library to manipulate the vector operations and CUDA CUFFT library to perform the ramp filtering in the FDK reconstruction.
To trade off the computation time and correction performance, only 2 iterations were applied in the scatter correction step to process one data set. In step 3 and 4, a 4-time downsampling on the projection images was applied to reduce the computation time. In step 5, the median filter with 27 × 27 pixels in the downsampled projection images (equivalent to 41.9×41.9 mm 2 ), was applied to reduce the boundary errors in the difference between the estimated projections and the raw projections. The low-pass Gaussian filter (10.9 × 10.9 mm2 on the detector) in the downsampled projection and the 7 pixels (10.9 mm on the detector) of standard deviation, was implemented to decrease the high-frequency difference without changing the low-frequency scatter. Through the use of the beam blocker and the Monte-Carlo simulation which have been published, we estimated the filters' parameters during the sampling of scatter measurement [7] , [21] , [25] . We suppressed the error in the difference image because of the mis-registered with these parameters. When the width of the filter is in the large range (from 7 pixels to 47 pixels), the proposed method performance is not sensitive to the parameters of the filters. In step 6, the estimated scatter in a coarse grid was upsampled using a bilinear interpolation by 4 times to the full resolution (1024 × 768) before subtracting from the raw projections. In step 7, the penalty weight (i.e., β value) of the noise suppression was selected as 0.03 for a spatial resolution close to the Truebeam images.
3) IMAGE QUALITY METRICS
In all the evaluations, the registered pCT images were considered as the reference image. The mean of the CT number value and the spatial non-uniformity (SNU) were calculated for quantitative evaluations of the designed software [8] . The SNU is defined as that in ref [8] :
The region of interest (ROI) were chosen in the reconstructed image in the periphery and the center. HU min and HU max are the minimum and the maximum of the mean of the CT number, respectively.
III. RESULTS
A. TIME OF COMPUTATION USING GPU AND CPU
The comparison of CPU and GPU on the computation time performance is listed in Table 1 for major steps shown in Fig. 1 . On CPU using Matlab and C, the system modeling (forward/backward projection) costs about 85% of the total computation time. The reason is that the 3D volume has a tremendous amount of voxels (512 × 512 × 200 ≈ 107) and the total number of projection lines is huge (256 × 192 × 656 ≈ 107), even after 4-time downsampling on the projections. We accelerate the time-consuming operations (marked with bolded font in Fig.1 ) on GPU and list the results on the bottom row of Table 1 . Since Matlab has lower computation efficiency compared to C language, CUDA C based GPU programming significantly improves the computation efficiency by more than 100 times. For example, step 3 achieves a speedup of around 1600 times since the operation of forward projection is fully parallelizable. Other steps, including FDK reconstruction and the low-pass filtering, also have a substantial decrease in computation time though not as high as forward projection due to their sequential operations. The total computation time of the workflow decreases to about 25 minutes for one iteration. The execution time of noise suppression step using PWLS, however, is only reduced by a factor 3 because the GS solver sequentially updates each pixel value and the parallel computation is only applicable on different views.
B. COMPARISON WITH THE TRUEBEAM RESULTS
Figs.2 and 3 show the reconstructed CBCT volumes of the phantom and patients without and with the shading correction, the TrueBeam result and the pCT with registration. The scatter artifacts as seen in the images without correction (Fig.2(a) and Fig.3(a) ) have been greatly suppressed in our correction (Fig.2(c) and Fig.3(c) ) and the TrueBeam results ( Fig.2(d) and Fig.3(d) ). However, in the results of TrueBeam, shading and streaking artifacts are still visible between the bony structures and the overall spatial uniformity is inferior to that using our software. The residual artifacts could be due to the scatter estimation error of the TrueBeam system, which heavily relies on the accuracy of system modeling.
To quantitatively evaluate the improvement of image quality, five ROIs are selected on the fat/muscle as shown in the axial view of Fig.2(b) and Fig.3(b) . One of them is placed where the TrueBeam result has the maximum CT number error and signed with the solid square. The CT numbers of the ROIs are calculated and listed in Table 2 with the errors shown in the parentheses. The proposed method decreases the errors VOLUME 7, 2019 of maximum CT number from over 70 HU to below 15 HU compared to the reconstruction of the TrueBeam system and the mean error of the CT number from about 25 HU to below 10 HU. A better spatial uniformity is also achieved by our software. Our method decreases the overall error of the SNU by a factor of around 7.
C. EFFECTS OF MIS-REGISTRATION
One concern on the pCT-based scatter correction is that our method may carry over too much pCT information and generate false objects on CBCT especially when the registration is inaccurate. To investigate the effects of registration errors on the correction performance, we manually insert a cylindrical rod in the 3D pCT images of the phantom to mimic the patient registration errors between the pCT and CBCT scans and intentionally vary its contrast from 50 to 150 HU as seen on the left column of Fig.4 . The corresponding CBCT images with the proposed method were shown in the right column of figure 4. When the contrast is small (≤100 HU), the unmatched rod is not observed in the corrected CBCT images, suggesting that our method faithfully removes the pCT objects that do not exist in the CBCT. As the contrast gets larger (150 HU), some blooming artifact (indicated by the arrows in Fig.4(c) ) emerges due to the increased scatter estimation error from the unmatched object. Similar to the results in our previous publications [7] , [8] , these images indicate that the proposed correction can tolerate registration errors and therefore has an advantage over the existing ''calibration-based'' correction method [12] . This argument is further supported by observing the different soft tissue structures in column (b) and (c) of Fig.3 . The proposed method preserves well the outlines of the rectum and the bladder.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we develop a software package for quantitative CBCT in radiotherapy using pCT images as the prior information and a statistical noise suppression algorithm. The proposed software has several desired features for clinical applications. First of all, high-quality pCT images of all radiation therapy patients are routinely acquired for treatment planning. Our method utilizes this ''free'' information and requires no hardware modification of current CBCT system. Secondly, the method can be readily built into the image processing workflow of existing kV imager. Thirdly, the method does not carry over the false geometry information of pCT images onto the corrected CBCT. Finally, the total computation time is reduced to only 25 minutes on a compact GPU workstation, which further facilitates the use of the proposed software in hospitals.
The performance of the proposed framework has been evaluated with pelvis phantom and the pelvis patient on the Varian TrueBeam system. Promising results have been demonstrated in terms of CT number accuracy and spatial uniformity. To completely assess the clinical performance and the utility of our software, more studies are needed to be performed even if we have got the promising results. For example, many of the algorithm parameters, such as the window widths of the lowpass filters and the penalty weight in the noise suppression, are set empirically. Based on more image data, the parameters will be optimized. The performance of the proposed method will be investigated on other part of the body. Using the high-quality CBCT images, we will perform the CBCT-based patient setup and dose calculation, and compare the accuracy to that using pCT.
The computation efficiency of the proposed method can be further improved for an online application. The steps of registration and noise suppression occupy 40% and 48% of current computation time. These two operations can also be further accelerated. For example, plastimatch [31] , an opensource GPU-based software package, is suitable for image processing including the registration and segmentation. A different update scheme compatible with parallel computation can be used to shorten the noise suppression process (e.g. the VOLUME 7, 2019 red-black GS with successive over-relaxation algorithm [32] ). Furthermore, multiple GPUs can be applied to speed up the computation as well [33] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we develop an effective software to achieve the scatter correction for quantitative CBCT. The results show a good performance. The computation time is decreased from over 10 hours to below 25 minutes using the parallel computation. The proposed algorithm can reduce the errors of the maximum CT number from over 70 HU to below 15 HU and decrease the errors of the SNU by a factor of around seven compared to the reconstruction on the TrueBeam system. By providing a high quality of CBCT with high efficiency of computation, the promised results may improve the efficiency and accuracy of IGRT. His research interests include compressed sensing, low-dose reconstruction, dual-energy CT imaging, spectral CT imaging, IGRT, radiomics, and cone-beam CT instrument. VOLUME 7, 2019 
